
 

 

 

 

 

Our plea for experienced tradespeople who want to pass on their knowledge and skills to another generation: 

 

"Imagination is more important than knowledge. Knowledge is limited. Imagination encircles the world." - 

Albert Einstein 

 

Einstein, one of history’s most renowned scientists, declared the value of imagination over knowledge. 

However, if you take even the barest glance at his accomplishments, you will see he also carried tremendous 

knowledge. What made him most unique was how diligently he combined the two to understand the world. 

 

It is our mission at LimeWorks.us in conjunction with Craftwork Training Center to fuse imagination with 

knowledge and create a legacy of impactful systems that sustain the world. 

 

To do this, we seek to connect the talents of all veteran tradespeople, not just in the masonry trade but in all 

trades, with deserving young men and women who desire to invest their hearts and energy in learning a trade. 

 

If you are a veteran tradesperson willing to do mentoring work by either running day classes for participants 

that we get to attend or going out to workshops planned at ongoing field-school arrangements, we hope that 

you can see your effort demonstrate to a potential future generation of tradespeople that learning a trade runs 

deeper than what they can currently imagine. 

 

LimeWorks.us works hand in hand at the same location as the Craftwork Training Center in Telford, PA. There is 

room for all the trades to be represented at our facility. This appeal is to all veterans of the trades. 

 

This appeal is also to all those who wish to be tenacious protégés. Our goal is to discover who the individuals 

are that take our classes and field-school programs and demonstrate they have what it takes to be the ones to 

carry the torch of each trade discipline and be willing to go further under the tutelage of master artisans. 

 

To reiterate, we are not merely trying to hire temporary labor. Instead, we hope to invest in loyal people who 

will devote themselves to the task through the good times and the difficult times. 

 

If you are a veteran tradesperson willing to teach a class at our facility or go out to teach your trade in a field-

school setting at actual job sites, please let us know. It is our hope that by doing this you can see your effort 

bring a deeper level of understanding to both those who take classes for a day and those who will become full-

fledged apprentices and maybe one day master a craft trade in life. 

 

 

The LimeWorks.us Team 

www.limeworks.us 

Phone: 215-536-6706 

Fax: 215-453-1310 

e-mail: gogreen@limeworks.us 
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